Tomatoes Harvested in Grower's Fields

Tomatoes Trucked to Scale & Grade Station
Located at Morning Star Processing Plant

Tomatoes Unloaded into One Washing and Conveying Flume

Tomatoes Sorted, Chopped and Heated

Sorting Tables
Choppers
Hot Break Tanks

Hold Tank

Finishers

Tomato Pulp Pumped to One Holding Tank

Tomato Pulp Processed through a Single Header to Metering Pumps feeding Finishers, Extracting Seeds and Skins

Hold Tank

Evaporators

Tomato Juice Pumped to Sets of Three Stage Low Density, Low Temperature Evaporators

Evaporator

Hold Tank

FranRica Flash Cooler

Tank

Tomato Puree Pumped to Double-Effect, High Density, Low Temperature Evaporator

Tomato Paste Pumped to One Holding Tank

Tomato Paste Pumped to One Filtered Steam Injection Sterilizer and Aseptic Flash Cooler

FranRica Fillers

Tomato Paste Pumped to One Aseptic Holding Tank

Tomato Paste Pumped to Fillers for Packaging in Bags in 300 Gallon Boxes and 55 Gallon Drum Containers